
Chardonnay In North Canterbury 
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Presentation Notes
Thankyou for introduction.This is the first NZSVO day I’ve attended and I decided to come  because I really need to learn something about Chardonnay!All I can do is take you through my experiences of working this variety in a cool climate after spending most of my viticultural career working with hot climate varieties in AustraliaThe main form of public speaking I’ve done in the last few years is addressing picking crews!Greystone Vineyard was planted in 2004 and produces Chardonnay under several labels ranging from retail around $16 to just over $70 per bottle



Greystone Vineyard 
• B95 / 3309 on low lying river terrace 
• Frost prone (sprinklers) 
• Heavy fertile soils 
• Some protection from the wind 

 
• Mend / RG on steep north facing hillside 
• Approx. 140 m ASL so relatively “safe” 

from spring frosts 
• Low soil fertility, rapid drainage 
• Extremely exposed to the elements 
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Presentation Notes
The terrace block on the flats is higher yield – always has been and always will be. Partly due to clonal selection but also site.Both blocks are cane pruned. Vine density is 2.5 x 1.6 so 2,500 / haBud number on the flats in B95 is around high 20’s to low 30’s compared to low 20’s in the Mendoza on the steep hill.Crop levels on in the B95 hovers around 2 kg a vine. Would be nice to get to 3 kg per vine but don’t often achieve this on 2 canes and if we do then often something will reduce this load before harvest e.g. botrytis.Crop levels in the Mendoza are generally less than 1 kg per vine but this is a combination of clonal selection and site. The blocks is growing is very poor, shallow soil on a steep hill but of course the flavour, intensity, acid and texture is amazing.
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This is the B95 – pretty standard 2 cane VSP with 3 pairs of foliage wires but we run 4 sets of clips so the first lift is only about 75 mm above the cordon because of windy spring conditions



Challenges 

• Susceptible to everything! 
• Frost damage, wind damage, hail damage, 

bronze beetles 
• Managing fruit exposure / ripeness / phenolic 

development / acid management 
• Powdery and botrytis 
• Mendoza’s cropping level 
• Small berries – sometimes unripe, sometimes 

over ripe / raisained 
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Presentation Notes
It’s the middle child of the vineyard. Lots in = lots out. If something is going to happen in the vineyard then the Chardonnay is the first block to check! Frost damage – its leaves are like tissue paper compared to varieties like RIE and SABNorth Canterbury Norwesters can shred the leaves and damage the canes creating stress responses in the vines. We use regular seaweed sprays in the canopy spray program to help counteract thisHail damage – again soft leavesBronze beetles seem to prefer it over different varietiesLightning strikes to Crashing aeroplanes hit the chardonnay block – Barossa Valley!!Leafroller caterpillars and botrytis.Mendoza refuses to crop anything above 80 g bunchPoor fruit set can lead to hen and chicken and at harvest the small berries can be slightly underipe or alternateively raisains!!
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Difficult to get slope into a photograph but this hill is actually steep enough that our 4WD tractors can struggle in anything but optimum conditions so then we spray down only. These vines are the mend / RG so much smaller than their counterparts on the flats. Budburst early but ripen about the same time.Growing in shallow topsoil over what I think are termed Greensands. Definitely a calcareous aspect. The jewel in the crown of our Chardonnay portfolio and produces the GS reserve.
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This photograph was taken on 19/8 – detail is a little fuzzy but I would call it woolly bud going onto advanced woolly bud. Looking at an early variety in an early season on a frost prone block.Although a “light” spring frost of say -1 for this bud may not be a big issue if the weather pattern was to swing from the easterly derived weather we have had all winter to a westerly pattern we can get down to -4 to -5 for a time or maybe -3 for most of the night and we know from experience buds at this stage will take a hit. Even if the bud appears to grow and develop OK I think sometimes the inflorescence has been damaged and affects bunch weight.If you are growing CHR in Waipara frost control needs to be taken into account. If you are below 120 ASL then frost control will likely be required.The inversion layer against the hills of Greystone Vineyard is weak so we have opted for water frost protection but if you start frost protecting this bud (above) in late August and its conceivable we can get a frost up unit the 3 rd week of November then that is a 3 month frost season requiring commitment and water (or $ for helicopter). On the flats this means you may run into drainage issues in the heavier soils so consider surface or sub surface drainage to get that water away where possible. We have found vines on 101-14 can be a bit sad in heavy wet conditions and prefer 3309, 3306 or Schwarz.
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Top of the steep Mendoza blockNote the straw mulch undervine to try and get even growth down the row. The top of the hill struggles with water run off and exposure to wind from four points of the compass



Winemaking 

• Handpick, cool fruit 
• Whole bunch press, light settle 
• Into barrel for wild ferment. Minimal stirring 

unless sluggish. 20% new oak barriques 
• 12-18 months depending on the wine 
• RS possible issues 
• Malo approx. 50% 
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Fairly traditional winemaking.Whole bunch press cool fruit, only minimal settling tank before transferring the cloudy juice to barrel for wild ferment.Tend to to do no or minimal stirring to accentutaute the minerality and acid structure of the style. Stir barrels that are sluggish.No yeast food or adds but we do often get a barrel or two that retains RS and sometimes has to be left out of the current year blend and utilised later.Malo varies from year to year but for us never 100% otherwise the wines get too blown out and rich whereas we are trying to achieve a finer style with juicy acidity and minerality.



Rewards – why do this to 
ourselves?! 

• When we get it right! A great Chardonnay 
expresses all the complexity of a vineyard and 
the personality of the winemaker as well as 
Pinot Noir. 

• There are so many different paths for the 
winemaker to explore so the wine showcases 
the vineyard and creates a brand style. 

• Profitable!! Mostly – the main problem is crop 
level in the low to medium priced wines 
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